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Projected Annual Energy Expenses 2019-2038
Renewable Denton 70% Renewable (Backed by Others) 100% Renewable (Backed by the Market) Existing Portfolio

* Key assumptions include:
Natural Gas Futures Market (U.S. Energy Information Administration)
Power Purchase Agreements for Renewables (current and indicative pricing)
ERCOT Market Projections (heat rate and market volatility)

Plan Projected 20 year Cost Risk Level (1-10) Risks

Eudaimoni@99

Renewable Denton 1,389,708,079$             2 DEC Outage, 17% of load from market
Existing Portfolio 1,932,182,154$             6 TMPA Outage, 35% of load from market
100% Renewable 1,598,417,803$             7 No quick-start backing, 900,000 excess MWh per year
70% Renewable 2,008,975,936$             2 30% of load from market
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2020 Expected Emissions for Portfolio Scenarios
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The attached graph shows four different scenarios for Denton’s energy procurement over 20 years: 

 The proposed Renewable Denton Plan 

 Denton’s existing portfolio 

 100% Renewable (backed by the market) 

 70% Renewable (backed by others) 

These four scenarios represent a wide range of options, and should aid in our community discussion about 

Denton’s energy future. An explanation of each scenario is provided below: 

 The proposed Renewable Denton Plan 

This proposed plan calls for purchasing 70% of our energy through long-term power purchase 

agreements (PPAs). Approximately 52% of our energy would come from wind farms, and 17% 

would come from solar farms, with the remaining 1% being provided by methane captured at 

Denton’s landfill.  

 

The remaining 30% would come from two sources, the ERCOT market (~17%) and quick start 

generation owned and operated by Denton (~13%). The market purchases and quick start 

generation would complement our renewable portfolio because they could be turned on and off 

quickly in response to the availability of renewable power. 

 

As shown in the table, this scenario presents a minor financial risk. The minor financial risk 

associated with this option comes from two sources. The first source of risk is the possibility of 

the Denton Energy Center experiencing an unplanned outage, which would require us to purchase 

energy from the market. The second source of risk is that the plan calls for purchasing ~17% of 

our energy from the market. Market prices will often compare favorably to the prices we’ve 

contracted for on our PPAs, but market prices are volatile and can rise sharply. 

 Denton’s existing portfolio 

Under our current portfolio, Denton receives 40% of its power from a wind farm, 31% comes 

from the TMPA coal plant, and 28% comes from the market. As the table shows, this scenario 

presents significant risk from two sources. A minor risk is introduced by purchasing 35% of our 

energy off the market. The major source of risk is unplanned TMPA outages. TMPA is comprised 

of one operating unit and is over 30 years old, and as such presents a major risk. This is in 

contrast to the Denton Energy Center which would be a new plant, comprised of numerous, 

independently operated individual engines and as such, would be much less likely to experience 

unplanned outages that would result in zero electrical output from the facility. 

 

 100% Renewable (backed by the market) 

This scenario would allow Denton to receive 100% of our energy from renewable sources. 

Because this scenario does not include quick start generation for those times when renewable 

power is unavailable, it requires us to procure significantly more power than we anticipate using. 

This excess power would be sold back into the market at a potential profit or loss. 

 



This scenario would require us to purchase power directly from the market during those times that 

solar and wind power are not available. In that situation, we would still be purchasing enough 

renewable energy over the year to legitimate our claim to 100% renewable energy 

The significant financial risk in this scenario is that we would have to sell power back into the market 

at an unknown cost. Our price for purchasing the power would be set by the PPAs, but we would have 

to sell power back to the market at whatever price the market sets. 

 

 70% Renewable (backed by others) 

As with the proposed Renewable Denton Plan, this scenario would have Denton purchasing a 

significant portion of its energy from renewable sources. The main distinction between this 

scenario and the Renewable Denton Plan is that it does not include the ownership of quick start 

generation. Instead, it has us paying someone else for that backup generation. As the chart and 

table show, this option represents minor risk, but is costly. 

 

You may have noticed that this scenario calls for renewable energy that is “backed by others” 

while the 100% renewable scenario calls for renewable energy that is “backed by the market.” 

The difference between the two is that this scenario calls for contracting with a company to 

provide us with energy when renewable energy is unavailable. That energy would come to us at a 

contracted price. The 100% renewable scenario, on the other hand, has us buying directly off the 

market at those times when renewable energy is unavailable.  

Unlike the proposed Renewable Denton Plan, with this scenario we would not own the generation 

assets at the end of the 20 year period. 
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